To fix ideas, let us consider the generalized randomized block design for comparing two treatments. Suppose that N subjects are available for the experiment. They are divided into n blocks, each block consisting of subjects thought to be homogeneous with regard to the response to be observed. The Ni subjects in the ith block are then randomly divided into groups of sizes si and ti (si + ti = Ni), and the groups are given treatments A and B respectively. We want a test of the hypothesis that the treatments do not differ, which will be sensitive to the shift alternatives that the response to treatment B tends consistently to be higher than the response to A.
A rank test for this problem was proposed by Wilcoxon [10] . The observations in each block are ranked separately, a Wilcoxon statistic (for example, the sum of the B-ranks) W") is formed for the ith block, and the test statistic is the sum of these W's. In a recent investigation [3] , van Elteren has considered the more general statistic 1:=, ciW(') and has shown that in a certain sense the optimum constants are (2.1) ci = 1/(si + ti + 1).
What is the efficiency of this test relative to the appropriate t-or normal test, which is based on the statistic (2.2) Si ti (Yi -X )/Z Si ti
Si + tiSi+t where Xi. and Yi. denote the average of the A-and B-responses in the ith block? To answer this, suppose that the Wilcoxon experiment consists of rt replications of some given set of blocks (si, ti), and that the t-experiment consists of r" = g(r') replications of the same set where r" will be determined below. Suppose that the X's and Y's in the ith block are normally distributed with means ti and ti + Av respectively and with common variance 1. For fixed values of a and ,B, let Av = A (r') be determined so that the power of the Wilcoxonvan Elteren level a test tends to #3 as r' oo. Let r" = g(r') be determined, so that the power of the level a t-test (based on r" replications) against the same sequence of alternatives tA(r') also tends to #3. We then say that the relative asymptotic efficiency of the Wilcoxon-van Elteren test to the t-test is e if limr',-(r'/r") = e, independent of a and j3. For the comparison of more than two, say c + 1, treatments in a randomized block design (c + 1 subjects in each block to which the c + 1 treatments are assigned at random), an analogous rank test was proposed by Friedman [5] ,3 and his test was generalized to balanced incomplete randomized blocks by Durbin [2] and to general blocks by Benard aind van Elteren [1] . In these tests, that the efficiency remains unpleasantly low as long as the blocks are small. This is unfortunate since it is often desirable to use rather small blocks either because the natural blocks are small (for example, litters) or because small blocks are required to achieve within-block homogeneity. In such cases, tests based on independent rankings leave much to be desired.
There are of course situations in which separate rankings are all that can be obtained. An example is the case in which the blocks correspond to different observers, each of whom makes a comparison of the different treatments assigned at random to different sets of subjects. If this comparison can be made only in the form of a ranking, the basic data are just the separate rankings and the over-all evaluation must be based on these data. However, if instead each observer assigns scores to the different treatments, even if the method of scoring is not the same for each observer, the method to be outlined in the next section can be applied.
3. Ranking after alignment. While in the case of a matched pairs experiment (si = ti = 1), the efficiency of the Wilcoxon-sum test is only 2/r, there does of course in this case exist a rank test, Wilcoxon's one-sample test, whose efficiency is 3/7r in normal populations. In this test the absolute differences in response are ranked for the n pairs, and with each rank is associated the sign of the corresponding response difference. The test statistic is the sum of the ranks corresponding to the positive (or negative) differences.
It seems natural to ask why this test has efficiency 3/r as compared with the efficiency 2/r for the Wilcoxon-sum test. The reason appears to be essentially that the former test pays attention to certain interblock comparisons which are entirely ignored by the latter test. The main objective of the present paper is to find rank procedures for more general designs that will preserve the interblock comparisons in the hope that this will lead to higher efficiency.
We can best introduce the method by continued consideration of the com- The ranks corresponding to treatment A are underlined; their sum We can now state the idea of the procedure. The first step is to bring the observations in the various blocks into alignment with one another. In the ex-ample above this was done by subtracting from each observation the mean observation in its block, but in some cases other methods for alignment might be better, such as subtracting a trimmed or Winsorized mean. 4 The important point is that the treatments must be ignored when the alignment is made.
Once the observations are aligned they are pooled and ranked without regard to their blocks. Then the ranks are labeled according to the treatment given to the corresponding observation. Under the null hypothesis of no treatment effect, the assignment of labels to the ranks pertaining to each block is done at random, and may be thought of as having been done after the ranks for each block are determined. The partition of the ranks in each block into label-groups is independent, and has in each block a known distribution that depends only on the design employed at the beginning of the experiment in assigning treatments to subjects.
Finally, we may compute from the labeled ranks any rank statistic appropriate for the alternatives against which it is desired to test the null hypothesis. In the example we used the Wilcoxon statistic and computed its one-sided significance probability, but one may in other cases want a two-sided test, or use the normal scores test statistic, or indeed whatever statistic seems appropriate. In any case, the statistic will have an exact null distribution whose computation depends on the known distribution of the labels among the block ranks.
The procedure is thus very flexible. We have already mentioned that the method of alignment and the choice of test statistic may be adjusted to the problem. Still another possibility is that of first transforming the data, where a different transformation may be used in each block. None of these devices affects the exactness of the null distribution. They do however influence the power of the test, and the choices should be made with the view of providing large power against the alternatives of interest.
The null distributions of all the tests suggested above are based on the independent random assignment of treatments in each block. One can of course also apply the tests to a different experimental situation, in which the subjects in the different blocks are randomly sampled from different populations, but in this case the null distributions discussed above are conditional distributions, given the responses of the sampled subjects.
4. Rank sum analysis of two treatments in a block design. The computation of significance probability in the example considered above was carried out by inspection. The various equally likely samples were examined to determine the number of them at least as significant as the one observed. While such a procedure can be employed quite generally with small designs or with highly significant results, it is not feasible for hand computation in other cases. Fortunately the method readily adapts to automatic machine computation, and it would be easy to write programs for the routine calculation of exact significance probabilities. In the special case of the comparison of two treatments, enumeration by hand can be organized so that it is applicable in designs considerably larger than that considered in Section 3. Suppose that the subjects are divided into several blocks, that there are two treatments A and B applied with unrestricted randomization within blocks, and that the test statistic W is the sum of the ranks after alignment associated with, say, treatment A. (This is the situation illustrated by the example in Section 3.) Let n denote the number of blocks, let there be Ni subjeevts in the ith block of which si are allocated to the first treatment, and let Wi be the sum of the ranks after alignment of these si subjects. 
The computation requires only additions and proceeds quite rapidly. If desired a check is provided by the row sums as shown on the right. The method will be effective so long as the observed value w of W is not too much larger than its minimum value (or too much smaller than its maximum, if P(W _ w) is to be computed).
In principle, the exact joint distribution of the rank sums could be similarly handled if there are more than two treatments, but the labor is much greater. Table 5 .
2).
We remark that the third and fourth moments of W are also easily available if it is thought desirable to use an approximation based on more than two moments.
6. Asymptotic null distribution of the blocked Wilcoxon statistic. In the preceding section we have discussed the exact null distribution of the blocked Wilcoxon statistic, as well as the normal approximation. In the present section we shall show that this distribution when normalized in the usual way tends to the standard normal distribution. In the present section, we shall consider the limiting behavior of this distribution as the number of blocks becomes large. As before, we shall consider the responses in each block (without regard as to which belongs to treatment and which to control) as fixed, and we shall refer to the totality of these responses as the configuration. The only randomness is that resulting from the independent random assignments of treatments in each block. We shall prove below under certain assumptions that the null distribution of the blocked Wilcoxon statistic when normalized in the usual way tends to the standard normal distribution and that the convergence is uniform in the configurations. This is proved by means of the Berry-Esseen theorem (cf., Theorem B on p. 288 of [8] where ril, ** , riNi denote the ranks in the ith block and where N = E N . Since N < kn, it follows that n E 3i < n*k4n3 = k4n4 as was to be proved. We note that (6.3) is valid without any assumptions regarding the method of alignment, and that it does not require complete randomization within each block but would be equally valid under any method of restricted randomization. On the other hand, to obtain a lower bound for S2 we make the assumption: 1, 2, 4n -1,  4n; those in block 2 are 3, 4, 4n -3, 4n -2; etc., and suppose that in each block except the first one, the probability is 1 that the two outside ranks belong to treatment and 2 that the inner two ranks belong to treatment.
In Since the variance of W' is of order n3 and the variance of S only of order n, it is seen that W and W' are asymptotically equivalent, and that the two associated tests have the same Pitman efficiency. In particular, the asymptotic efficiency of W relative to the corresponding t-test is 3/7r.
Suppose now that the block sizes are even but larger than 2 and that si = ti for all i. We can then obtain a test of asymptotic efficiency 3/wr relative to the t-test by pairing control and treatment observations within each block at random and applying the W'-test to the resulting pairs. It seems plausible that an efficient method of alignment of the block as a whole followed by an application of the W'-test should be more efficient than this rather arbitrary procedure, 6 and preliminary work for the case of normal distributions with alignment on the block mean suggests that this is indeed the case.
This slight gain in efficiency appears however to decrease and tend to zero if instead of a large number of small blocks we are dealing with a small number of large blocks. As the block size tends to infinity, the additional information gained from intrablock comparisons above that provided by interblock comparisons, seems to tend to zero, with the efficiency of the W'-method tending to the efficiency 317w found in Section 2 as the limiting efficiency for the Wilcoxonvan Elteren method based on independent rankings. We hope to amplify these remarks, which are based partly on heuristic reasoning and partly on preliminary computations, in a later paper. When the row and column effects have been removed from each square in the usual way, these residuals are obtained: 
